
Step #1
Install the side picatinny rail onto the tactical forend by 
sliding (2) 6-32 hex nuts into the slot on the inside of the 
forend.
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Step #2
Install the side picatinny rail onto the rail slot on the 
outside of the forend, use the supplied 6-32 x 3/8" 
screws to tighten to the hex nuts on the inside of the 
rail. Repeat for the other side picatinny rails.

Note: Be sure to hold the hex nut on the inside with 
your finger while tighten to prevent the hex nut from 
sliding out of place.

Step #4
Using the supplied 6 x 48/2 x 3/8" plastite screws, 
tighten the screws into the bottom of the forend, tighten 
til snug. Do not overtighten or threads may strip 
material from the forend. 

Note: Bottom picatinny rail doesn't use hex nuts on the 
inside of the forend.
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Note: For use of this product of Winchester 1200 & 1300 shotguns, your magazine tube must be a 
minimum length of 6-1/4 inches long.

Point the shotgun in a safe direction and place the safety in the “on” position.  Next pull back the 
slide, and carefully inspect the chamber and magazine to be sure the shotgun is unloaded.

Step #3
If you wish to install the swivel stud into the bottom rail, 
insert the swivel stud through the rail and thread into 
place. To install the bottom picatinny rail onto the rail 
slot on the outside of the forend.

Figure 3



Step #1
Cycle the action once to make sure the hammer is 
cocked.  Next engage the safety. 

Step #2
Depress the slide release and pull the forend halfway 
back.  Next loosen the magazine cap and remove the 
barrel.

Step #3
Mossberg: Remove the trigger group retaining pin by 
tapping it out with a blunt pin no greater than 3/16" in 
diameter.
Winchester: Remove the trigger group retaining pin by 
tapping it out with a blunt pin no greater than 1/4" in 
diameter.
Remington:  Depress and hold the left shell stop.
(Fig. 1)

Step #4
Mossberg:  Place the shotgun upside down and pull out 
the trigger group by lifting up at the rear. (Fig. 2)
Winchester: Place the shotgun upside down and 
remove the retainer and trigger group pin. (Fig. 3)
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Step #5
Mossberg: Remove the shell stop and the shell 
interrupter from the receiver.
Winchester:  Place the shotgun in the upright position 
and pull the forend forward.  Next pull off the magazine 
tube.
Remington:  In a forward motion slide the forend off the 
magazine tube.  (The bolt and slide block will also be 
removed) (Fig. 4)

Forends on the newer version Mossberg 500A, B and C and the Mossberg 835 cannot be 
replaced because the action bars are attached to the forend.
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Step #6
Mossberg:  Align the bolt slide with the cut out in the 
receiver by moving the forend and the action bars back 
and forth. Remove the bolt slide upward. Pull the forend 
and action bars forward & remove from the magazine 
tube.  (Fig. 5)

Step #8
After removing the plastic bridges, assemble the forend 
to all models as shown.  Due to varying receiver widths 
there may be interference between the rear of the 
forend and the front of the receiver.  If this occurs use a 
rotary tool or file to remove material from the rear of the 
forend. (Fig. 7)

Figure 5
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Use The Proper Adaptors (Part Numbers Marked Inside Adapters)

Front Adapters Rear Adapters

  Mossberg Long = MF1 = 1
  Mossberg Short = MF2 = 2
  Remington 870 = RF (Norinco)= 4
  Winchester 1200/1300 = WF = 6
  Winchester SXP = WF = 6

  Mossberg Long = MR = 3
  Mossberg Short = MR = 3
  Remington 870 = RR (Norinco) = 5
  Winchester 1200/1300 = WR = 7
  Winchester SXP = MF2 = 2
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Step #7
Remove the plastic bridges from the inside of the 
Forend.  (Fig. 6)
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with 

Bridges 
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1) Remove ring nut from front of tube.
2) Remove old forend by pulling it forward off the tube.
3) Select the Front and Rear adapters for your shotgun.
4) Assemble as shown.
5) Place the ring nut on forend tube and tighten, using an ATI Mag Socket, 
Flat Head Screwdriver, or Spanner Wrench.

Figure 7



Step #11
Mossberg:  Replace both the shell interrupter and the 
shell stop. (Fig. 12)
Remington:  Slide the forend forward approximately 
halfway and replace the barrel and magazine cap.

Step #12
Mossberg:  Replace the trigger group and the pin. 
(Fig. 13)
Winchester:  Turn the shotgun upside down and 
replace the trigger group and the retaining pin.
(Fig. 14)

Step #10
Mossberg: Align the slots on the action bars with the 
slots on the bolt slide and replace the bolt slide. (Fig. 10)
Winchester: Align action bars with openings in the 
receiver and pull the forend backwards.
Remington: Press the right shell stop.  The forend with 
the bolt will slide further backwards and stop again. 
Press the leftshell stop and the forend will travel fully to 
the rear. (Fig. 11)
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Step #9
Mossberg:  To reassemble, slide the forend back on the 
magazine tube and align the action bars with the 
openings in the receiver.
Winchester:  Place the forend back on the magazine 
tube and replace the bolt in the action bar slots. (Fig. 8)
Remington:  Slide the forend back on the magazine 
tube and replace the bolt and side block. Place the 
action bars into the receiver and pull in a backwards 
direction until it stops. (Fig. 9)
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